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HOME DÉCOR
TRENDS IN 2021
Rustic style and dried flowers are among some of the
biggest home decor trends predicted to be huge in 2021.
Whether you're planning a complete overhaul this new
year or want to redecorate a tired-looking room, let these
trends inspire your planning.
#1: Wall panelling
Wood-panelled walls might have once been reserved for
libraries and drawing rooms, but they've become much
more popular in homes this year. Coming back in chic and
modern ways, wall panels are a great way to add
additional character to your home.
#2: Dried flowers
Taking the second spot is dried flowers — a trend also
famed for its greater connection to nature. Some of the
dried blooms that work well in the home include wheat,
delphinium, laguras, hessian, lavender and broom.

#3: Antique Mirrors
Get your hands on an antique-looking mirror to spruce up
your space. Keep an eye open for any with a burnished
copper frame, as this will give it that vintage feel.
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TRENDS IN 2021
#4: Japandi
Known as Japanese minimalism, to achieve this trend it's
all about mixing elements of Japanese and Scandinavian
furniture. It's been making big waves with interior
designers this year, so expect to see the trend trickle
down into homes around the country.
#5: Dark Green Walls
Bring elements of the natural world into your home with
dark, earthy greens. As well as reinforcing our connection
to nature, it's the perfect scene-stealing hue to really
transform your space.

#6: Copper Taps
Elevate your bathroom or kitchen with on-trend copper
taps. They're a stylish way to upgrade your space for less
— and are predicted to be huge in 2021

Dear David,
I’d like to compliment your guys firstly for the quality of
their workmanship and in addition the professional
manner they have undertaken their work. They moved
through the various areas unobtrusively and were very
respectful of the privacy of the occupants.
It was a pleasure dealing with them throughout the
project. My congratulations to both you and your team
for encouraging such professionalism. -Sid Ryan
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#7: Scandi Style
While Scandi style isn't a new trend, 2021 will see more
homeowners embrace its natural, soft feel. From furniture
choices to decorating schemes, expect to see Scandi
everywhere.

#8: Mermaid Tiles
Want to create a striking feature wall in your kitchen or
bathroom? Next year is all about the unique-looking
mermaid tile. Evoking the interior style of the 1920s, each
tile looks like a small fish scale when turned on its side.
#9: Macrame
This clever knot design,
which can be made using
cord, twine, or rope, gives the
home a real rustic feel. From
tote bags to hanging planters,
the options are endless once
you know how to make it.
Why not challenge yourself to
have a go this year?

#10: Rustic Style
If you're looking to achieve this style at home, consider
upcyling old furniture, keeping weathered wood and
adding some cosy, hand-stitched materials.
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3 New Year’s
Resolutions For Your
Home

FREE
Get a FREE copy of
the Official Consumer’s
Awareness Guide to Shed
Every year when January rolls around you vow to lose weight, save money or
(valued at $97):
spend more time with family and friends. But what goals do you setBuilding
for your
home? Here are our three picks for the best home improvement resolutions
for the big difference between a farm
It reveals
the new year:
shed that’s made “on the cheap” and one

that’s really suited to your needs.
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For
One of the best and least expensive ways to feel better about your home is to
Your Rural Property”, and tells you
clear it of clutter.
“The 7 Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers
Each year most of us acquire a mountain of stuff. Without some regular
make
purging, cabinets and drawers get jam-packed and it becomes hard
to find –
theAnd How To Avoid Them”.
things you use and enjoy the most. (All that clutter also makes yourSimply
house look
call the 24
dated and dirty, designers say.) This year resolve to go room-by-room
hour, 7 days a
periodically clearing anything that you don't use, wear or love and donate it to
week
pre-recorded
charity. After that, think twice about what you bring in. Fill your home
with the
things that raise your energy level and make you feel good, and getmessage
rid of the line on:

Streamline the stuff

things that drain your energy or are broken.

1300 064 775

and leave your
name, postal
Your home may be beautiful, but is it safe? There are a few things address
that every and the
homeowner should do to ensure that they're not living with a potential
health
code
word
hazard or fire risk.
“Newsletter”
and we’ll
Get your place ready for entertaining
send a
copy
Each year most of us vow to spend more time with family and friends.
To make
you feel like inviting people in, why not give the areas you entertainto
in you
a little
update?
‘pronto’.

Make it safe and sound

You don't have go for broke here and invest in a new kitchen remodel. All it
takes to get a fresh new look is a little bit of rearranging and a few updates.
For example, pulling out a new accent color from your existing decor can make
the whole room seem fresh. Pick an underused color in the room and add
more of it in the form of a new pillow or throw to update your look, McCormick
advises. A colorful rug or runner can also help anchor your space.
Lastly, take some time to rearrange your furniture so it is oriented in
conversation groups and not just facing the television. That just might up for
chances for real conversation and connection in the New Year.
NOOSA PRESTIGE PAINTING
P3 NOW!
WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION?
CALLNEWSLETTER
1300296255
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Painting
Granny
Flats as
Source
Tips of Income
If you’ve got property with surplus land that isn’t in use and you’re tired of
tending to it, you should consider if granny flats could be a suitable strategy.
Many Aussies don’t realise that they could generate extra income by renting out
these small flats – right from their back yard. Or even better, from the back yard
of their existing rental properties.
Let’s take a look at some of the benefits of granny flats;

FREE

Renting Them
Renting your granny flat may help with your retirement strategy, or to build
additional income streams. Let’s suppose that you’ve got 3 or 4 properties, with
room on each for granny flats. After you’ve built them, you can market them as
rentals and have two income streams from one property. The great thing with
the construction of granny flats is that it doesn’t cost anywhere near as much
as building a house would, due to their size and the fact that you already have
the land – so it could be a much more cost-effective way to build on your rental
income and create wealth.

Get a FREE copy of
he Official Consumer’s
Awareness Guide to Shed
Building (valued at $97):

It reveals the big difference between a farm
Use Them for Business
Generally, those who have their own business would have to pay ashed
great that’s
deal
made “on the cheap” and one
of money just to rent a place for their business; however, that granny flat can
that’s
suited to your needs.
become your place of business. Open your office there, and the money
that really
you
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To
would normally pay on rent will go straight into your pocket.
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For

Leisure
Your
Rural
Property”, and tells you
Another convenient option would be to transform the granny flat into
a place
of
“The 7 Big
leisure – one that won’t keep you there every second of the day. Transform
it, Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers
for instance, into a gym, or a sauna. It will take some money in themake
beginning,
– And How To Avoid Them”.
but once you’ll see the cash from the customers rolling, you’ll realise it was a
Simply
call the 24
worthy investment.

hour, 7 days a

Adding Value to Your Property
week pre-recorded
A house with a granny flat may sell for more than a house without given the
extra value and would appeal to investors looking to maximise theirmessage
income. Be line on:
mindful of the area and style, granny flats don’t always add the same value that
was spent on them, as someone looking for a home to live in might not be willing
to pay extra for a granny flat they won’t use. That being said, if it’sand
in anleave
area your
where granny flats are common, near a large university where students
needpostal
a
name,
place to live, or a young family looking for a home where they have address
their retiredand the
parents living with them, then it could return a great result.

1300 064 775

code word

The Bottom Line
“Newsletter”
Granny flats have become popular as sources of income. Insteadand
of mowing
we’ll
that lawn you don’t use and paying other people to take care of it, you could
send
a
transform it into a passive income that may allow you to achieve your retirement
goals sooner. The legislation on building granny flats is a bit confusing,
copyso you
should talk to a registered builder before you start the constructions.
to you

DID YOU KNOW?

‘pronto’.

'Underground' is the only word
that begins and ends with the
letters 'und'
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MONTHLY
HUMOUR
An elderly couple went to
dinner at the home of some
friends, also elderly.
After dinner, the wives went into the
kitchen and the two men were
talking. One said, “We went out to
dinner last night at a really good
restaurant. I’d highly recommend it.”
The second man said, “What’s the
name of it?”
The first man thought and thought,
then said, “What’s the name of that
flower you give to someone you love,
the one that is usually red that has
thorns?”

We are very happy with the
completed job. The crew
were very efficient,
industrious and friendly and
did a very good job.
We will recommend your
company to others, in fact a
few have asked already.

“Just want to say a big
thankyou to you guys at Noosa
Prestige Painting for all the
work you’ve done for us it looks
amazing!
Cheers and all the best Izzy”

Many thanks and best
wishes,
Bill Selden
Sunshine Beach
homeowner

“Oh, you mean a rose?” said the
second man.
“Yes, that’s it,” said the first man.
Then he called to the kitchen, “Rose,
what’s the name of that restaurant
we went to last night?”
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